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Lenvatinib is a tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI) with antiproliferative and antiangiogenic effects indicated
for the treatment of progressive, locally advanced or metastatic progressive thyroid carcinoma, refractory
to radioactive iodine therapy. Antiangiogenic therapies induce ischemic necrosis of tumor tissue, with
increased risk of hemorrhagic complications. The management of hemorrhagic risk is based on precau-
tionary measures and for any surgical procedure, it is advised to interrupt the treatment in order to avoid
complications. ‘Flare-up’ of tumor activity may follow TKI interruption. However, it is not known if con-
tinuing TKIs during minimally invasive interventions is safe. We report here the first case in which an
embolization of metastasis is performed without interrupting lenvatinib treatment. The procedure was
successful and free of complications.
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Differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC) has a generally good prognosis. The standard treatment for DTC is
surgery followed by thyroid-stimulating hormone suppression therapy, and radioactive iodine (RAI) is often
administered postoperatively to ablate the remaining thyroid tissue, eliminate any suspicious micrometastases or
eliminate metastatic/recurrent disease. By contrast, patients developing recurrent or metastatic RAI refractory
disease have a 10-year survival rate of only 15–20% [1,2]. Before the advent of tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs),
external beam radiotherapy [3,4] and volume reduction surgery were the only available remedies for RAI refractory
DTC, while chemotherapy was mostly ineffective [4]. In 2014, sorafenib has been the first available multitargeted
TKI [5], followed by lenvatinib, which was approved in 2015, concurring to the results of the Phase III SELECT
study [6]. Lenvatinib targets VEGFR 1–3, FGFR1–4, PDGFR-α, RET rearranged during transfection and KIT,
which are signaling networks implicated in tumor angiogenesis [6]. In patients treated with lenvatinib compared
with those treated with the placebo, the Phase III SELECT study demonstrated significant amelioration in the
median progression-free survival. Among other TKIs, lenvatinib inhibits FGFR1–4, therefore, it offers a potential
chance to hamper the mechanism of resistance to the VEGF/VEGFR inhibitors. Besides, lenvatinib has a direct
antioncogenic effect as it inhibits RET, thereby controlling tumor cell proliferation and blocking FGFR, and
therefore modulating the tumor microenvironment [4,7,8].

The therapeutic use of lenvatinib is reserved to RAI-resistant metastatic carcinoma, with strict application rules
in dosage and timing of use, due to various potential severe adverse events (AEs) that may lead to dose reduction
up to therapy interruption [4,9]. Common AEs of lenvatinib include arterial hypertension, fatigue, proteinuria,
nausea, decreased weight and abdominal pain, which may decrease the quality of life of patients and influence their
acceptance of treatment [10–12]. In addition, care needs to be taken regarding hemorrhagic risk.
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Table 1. Time course of the disease and of treatment.
Date Disease course Drug change Locoregional procedures

2014 Advanced Hürthle cell thyroid
carcinoma

Surgery; RAI (twice)

July 2014 RAI resistance and progression Sorafenib (toxicity)

September 2014 Sunitinib

June 2015 Progression Lenvatinib 24 mg/day

January 2016 CT: tumor response

June 2016 Adverse events Lenvatinib 20 mg/day

October 2016 CT: tumor response

January 2017 Intolerance Lenvatinib 14 mg/day

July 2017 Persisting intolerance Lenvatinib 10–14 mg/2 days

April 2017 Increased vertebral and liver
metastases. AE persistence

January 2018 Thermoablation, IV liver segment metastasis

March 2018 Thermoablation, VI liver segment metastasis

May 2018 CT: L2 metastasis increased

August 2018 Lenvatinib 4–10 mg/2 days from 5 days
before the embolization to 1 week later

Embolization of the right lumbar artery

October 2018 CT: embolization success

December 2018 EBRT of lumbar metastasis

AE: Adverse event; CT: Computed tomography; EBRT: External beam radiation therapy; RAI: Radioactive iodine.

Patient
A 48-year-old man affected by advanced Hürthle cell thyroid carcinoma underwent surgery (total thyroidectomy
with lymphadenectomy of the central compartment and after bilateral cervical lymphadenectomy) and RAI therapy
(Table 1). For the persistence of high thyroglobulin levels, the patient was submitted to another RAI treatment.
At that time, the post-therapy whole body scan was negative and the disease became RAI refractory; metastatic
bone and liver disease progressed. Therefore, first-line therapy with sorafenib was initiated in July 2014, but it was
quickly discontinued due to severe skin toxicity. Subsequently, sunitinib was then administered in September 2014,
but within 9 months the disease had further progression. Bisphosphonates could not be used because the patient
needed important dental treatments. Although evidence is lacking, a multidisciplinary team with an oncologist and
a radiologist decided to switch the patient to a nonconventional treatment with lenvanitib in June 2015, with a
starting dosage of 24 mg/day. A CT scan in January 2016 showed shrinkage of metastases, in particular, a reduction
in size from 26 to 14 mm of the VI liver segment lesion, from 34 to 20 mm of the IV liver segment lesion and from
106 × 82 mm to 93 × 56 mm of the right iliac bone metastasis. After 1 year, the lenvatinib dosage was reduced to
20 mg/day due to diarrhea grade 3 according to National Cancer Institute Common Toxicity Criteria (NCI-CTC).
In October 2016, the patient performed a staging total body CT scan, which highlighted reduction of liver and
bone metastases according to Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST); the main metastatic sites
(liver and right iliac bone metastases) decreased from 26 to 8 mm (VI liver segment), from 34 to 14 mm (IV liver
segment) and from 106 × 82 mm to 85 × 46 mm (right iliac bone). In January 2017, weight loss, diarrhea and
asthenia required a dosage reduction to 14 mg/day, and after 6 months, in July 2017, there was a further reduction
to 10/14 mg on alternate days due to persistent AEs (weight loss, diarrhea, vomiting and asthenia). After 6 months
(from October 2016 to April 2017) of stable disease, there was a dimensional increase of vertebral metastasis in L2
(from 36 to 42 mm), and 7 months later (November 2017), there was an increase in the size of liver metastases
(12-mm VI liver segment metastasis and 27-mm IV liver segment metastasis). The AEs persisted and lenvatinib
dose could not be changed. For this reason, in January 2018, the patient underwent his first thermoablation of
the IV liver segment metastasis. In March 2018, he underwent a second thermoablation of the VI liver segment
metastasis. After these procedures, a complete replacement of the lesions with necrotic parenchyma was observed.

During thermoablations, we continued with the same dose of lenvatinib with no subsequent procedural com-
plications. In May 2018, a controlled CT scan showed increase in size of the known vertebral lesion in L2
(72 × 39 × 33 mm), which reduced the diameters of the spinal canal and also a volumetric increase of right
iliac bone metastasis (110 × 85 × 110 mm) (Figure 1). Neurosurgeons suggested locoregional treatment of this
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Figure 1. CT scan prior to embolization demonstrates a large
locally invasive mass of right iliac bone.

metastasis rather than surgery. The multidisciplinary team decided to give priority to iliac bone metastasis treatment
because that lesion was so big and hypervascularized that the progression risk could be higher than lumbar lesion.
In August 2018, embolization of the right lumbar artery with subsequent devascularization of the cranial portion
of the lesion (Figure 2) was performed (after the patient had been informed about risk and had accepted the
procedure). In the absence of any specific guideline, to avoid tumor flare up we decided to not interrupt lenvatinib,
but, given the hemorrhagic risk due to hypervascularization of the metastasis, the dosage was reduced from 10/14
to 4/10 mg on alternate days from 5 days before the embolization to 1 week later. The embolization was successful,
and the CT scan performed in October 2018 showed necrosis of the cranial portion of the iliac lesion (Figure 3).
No complications were observed after 3 months of follow-up. In December 2018, the lumbar metastasis was treated
by EBRT.

Discussion
Clinical studies have demonstrated the essential role of angiogenesis in tumor progression and metastasis [13,14].
This process is principally guided by VEGF; therefore, angiogenesis inhibitors targeting the VEGF pathway have
been taken into great consideration [15]. Although angiogenesis inhibitors have a lower toxicity than traditional
chemotherapy agents, one of the most common AEs of these agents are hemorrhagic events [15–17]. The meta-analysis
by Qi et al. [18] demonstrated a significant association between anti-VEGF TKIs and increased risk of bleeding [19].
The hemorrhagic risk seems to be correlated with arterial high blood pressure and concomitant thrombopenia [20].
Our patient did not have alterations in blood parameters but had arterial hypertension before starting lenvatinib,
and there was an increase in arterial high blood pressure after the introduction of that therapy, which was well
controlled with antihypertensive drugs. The management of hemorrhagic risk is essentially based on precautionary
measures. We know that for any surgical procedure, interruption of antiangiogenetic therapies is advised in order
to avoid hemorrhagic complications [20], even if there is no unanimous consent about the period in which the drug
should be discontinued, ranging from 24–48 h to 4 weeks before and 3–4 weeks later [20,21].

After a careful review of medical literature, we have not found guidelines to optimize lenvatinib treatment
during minimally invasive procedure such as embolization, in which there is a vascular necrosis that may increase its
intrinsic hemorrhagic risk. Since, like other AEs, the hemorrhagic risk of lenvatinib is dose dependent, in the absence
of current recommendations we decided to reduce lenvatinib dose without interrupting the drug administration,
in order to avoid flare up of tumor activity [22,23]. Indeed, when inhibitory effect of the antiangiogenic drug is
removed, there is a rebound phenomenon regarding the blood vessels. Since blocking VEGF or VEGFR leads to
apoptosis of endothelial cells and decrease in vascular diameters, cessation of antiangiogenic therapy leads to an
increase of vascular density and tumor blood flow rate [24], showing rapid vascular regrowth of tumors [25] that may
lead to early relapse and disease progression. Our management of lenvatinib therapy with dose reduction, in order
to avoid hemorrhagic and ‘flare-up’ risk, appeared to be safe for our patient even after 3 months of follow-up. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no previous clinical case dealing with the management of lenvatinib treatment
during a metastasis embolization. The lack of scientific evidence on many practical problems linked to routine
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Figure 2. Selective angiography of the right lumbar artery. (A)
Prior to embolization, shows vascularization of the cranial
portion of the iliac metastasis and (B) postembolization, shows
devascularization of the cranial portion of the lesion.

Figure 3. CT scan after embolization demonstrates response of
right iliac metastasis with necrosis of the cranial portion of the
lesion.

clinical use of lenvatinib strengthens the need of recommendations based on clinical experience in order to suitably
administrate the therapy, and to optimize the dosage-limiting potential of AEs.
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Summary points

• Antiangiogenic therapies induce ischemic necrosis of tumor tissue, with increased risk of hemorrhagic
complications.

• The management of hemorrhagic risk is based on precautionary measures and for any surgical procedure; it is
advised to interrupt the treatment in order to avoid complications.

• ‘Flare-up’ of tumor activity may follow tyrosine kinase inhibitor interruption.

• In a patient with radioactive iodine-resistant metastatic thyroid carcinoma, embolization of metastasis was
performed without interrupting lenvatinib treatment, in order to reduce the risk of ‘flare up’.

• The procedure was successful and free of complications.
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